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The multicomponent Universe
and the astrophysics of wormholes

I D Novikov, N S Kardashev, A A Shatskii

1. Introduction

Solutions to the pressing problems of astrophysics may prove
to be paradoxical and strange from the viewpoint of current
scientific dogmas.

Astrophysics (cosmology, in particular) has seen many
unusual discoveries. Here is a short history of the wormhole
problem in astrophysics.

The paper by Einstein and Rosen [1] published in 1935
may be considered the first serious work on wormholes. To
describe a hypothetical object, they introduced a ``mathe-
matical representation of physical space by a space of two
identical sheets connected by a bridge'' [1], i.e., the researchers
use the term `bridge' to describe what we would today call a
wormhole.

This was a brilliant idea, but the mathematical model
proposed by the researchers was ill-posed.

The first modern work devoted to this problem was the
paper by Wheeler [2] published in 1955. There for the first
time a diagram of a wormhole was given. Two years later,
Misner and Wheeler, in their well-known paper [3], intro-
duced the term `wormhole' to the physical community.

Our report is an attempt to prove that some astrophysical
objects may be entrances to wormholes. These wormholes
seem to be remnants from the inflation phase of the

Universe's evolution. The chaotic inflation model is the base
of modern cosmology and assumes that there is an infinite
number of universes, in addition to ours, which appear in a
scalar field in different regions and at different instants of
time and form what is known as `spacetime foam' [4 ± 6].
Primary spacetime tunnels (wormholes) probably exist in the
initial scalar field [7] and, possibly, have been retained since
inflation [8, 9], connecting different regions of our and other
universes (see Fig. 1), which opens the unique possibility of
studying the multicomponent Universe and detecting new
types of objects Ð entrances to tunnels.

However, analysis of wormhole models reveals that for
wormholes to exist, matter with an unusual equation of state
is needed [10 ± 12]. The equation of state must be anisotropic,
and wk � pk=e must be smaller than ÿ1 (as with phantom
matter). Here, pk is the total pressure along the tunnel, and e is
the total energy density of all the components of matter in the
tunnel. So far, the existence of such matter has only been an
assumption [13]. In what follows, we use the term `phantom
energy' when dealing with an isotropic equation of state,
p=e < ÿ1, and the term `phantom matter' when we are
dealing with an anisotropic equation of state. The units of
measurement are selected such that c � 1 and G � 1.

In our report we consider models in which the main
wormhole material with all the necessary properties is a
strong magnetic field that penetrates everything, while
phantom matter and phantom energy are needed only as a
small addition, and models in which the main material is
phantom energy with an equation of state close to the vacuum
one �p=e � ÿ1� and the addition of magnetic field energy
density. Some observed astronomical objects may turn out to
be entrances to tunnels.
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Figure 1. Models of a chaotic inflationary multicomponent Universe (a)

without tunnels, and (b) with wormholes.



We do not examine the stability of wormholes. Models of
wormholes exist for which stability has been proved to exist
(see, e.g., paper [14]).

Our hypothesis has been discussed in greater detail in
Refs [15 ± 17].

2. A model of a spherically symmetric
magnetic wormhole

A static spherically symmetric wormhole is described by the
same equations of state as a spherical relativistic star, and the
major difference is, by definition, that such a wormhole has a
spatial `neck' creating amultiply connected topology and that
there is no horizon. 1 According to Morris and Thorne [18],
the metric can be written out as follows:

ds 2 � exp
ÿ
2f�r��dt 2 ÿ dr 2

1ÿ b�r�=rÿ r 2 dO 2 ; �1�

where r is the radial coordinate, f�r� is what is known as the
redshift function, and b�r� is the shape function. The worm-
hole neck corresponds to the minimum r � r0 � b�r0� and
b 0�r0�4 1. The fact that an object has a horizon is expressed
by the condition f! ÿ1 or expf! 0, so for a wormhole
the function f must be finite. For the spherically symmetric
case, the diagonal terms of the energy ±momentum tensor are
given by [18]
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where e�r� is the energy density.
We introduce the wormhole mass M�r� for an external

observer as follows:

M�r� �M0 �
� r

r0

4per 2 dr ; �3�

withM0 � r0=2.
To make numerical calculations more convenient, we

introduce the variable x � r0=r, with the result that the
interval r0 4 r <1 is transformed into 0 < x4 1, and
instead of Eqns (2) we have
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Here, a prime indicates a derivative with respect to x. In
Ref. [19], it was shown that in a spherically symmetric
wormhole with wk � const and w? � const the following

inequalities determining the possible equations of state and
their anisotropy must hold:

ÿ2w? < wk < ÿ1 : �5�
The left inequality in Eqn (5) specifies the finiteness of the
wormhole mass as r!1, while the right inequality indicates
the absence of a horizon.

It is highly interesting that for amagnetic (or electric) field
the conditions specified by (5) are `almost' met. If the
direction of the field coincides with r, the energy ±momen-
tum tensor defines the equation of state:

wk � ÿ1 ; w? � 1 ; e � H 2 � E 2

8p
; �6�

which to within a small negative addition to wk satisfies
conditions (5) for a wormhole.

InRef. [20], amodel of a wormhole consisting of phantom
matter with an anisotropic equation of state, namely

1� d � ÿ pk
e
� p?

e
; �7�

was examined, and it was found that for a wormhole to exist it
is sufficient that the parameter d be as small as desired.

We introduce the following notation: xh � r0=rh > 1, the
ratio of the wormhole neck radius to the radius of the horizon
of the respective Reissner ±NordstroÈ m black hole [21] with a
magnetic charge Q � rh. The value of e is determined by the
relationships

e � e0 x 4

�
xh ÿ 1

xh ÿ x

�d

; e0 � 1

8pr 20 �1� d� : �8�

The wormhole massM1 for an observer located far from
the neck falls within the interval

M0 4M14 2M0 : �9�
The left inequality in Eqn (9) follows from definition (3), and
the right inequality follows from formulas (8).

In this regard, it is possible to conclude that an electro-
magnetic field may make up a substantial or even the major
part of wormhole matter.

The parameters of the neck of a magnetic wormhole with
different massesM0 are listed in Table 1. FromEqn (8) we can
derive expressions (with allowance for the constants c and G)
for r0, H0, the mass density r0, the frequency nG of radial
vibrations with a minimum amplitude, the gyrofrequency nH
in the neck in its rest frame, and the frequency nc (for an
external observer) of revolution along the lower stable
circular orbit:
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c 2
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1 Here and in what follows we mean an observer's horizon.
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The wormhole parameters in Table 1 have been estimated
for a quasar nucleus, objects with a critical field (and
respective wormhole mass) needed for electron ± positron
pair production, objects whose mass is on order of the Sun's
and Earth's masses, objects with a critical magnetic field (and
respective wormhole mass) in which a positronium atom is
stable, objects with a critical magnetic field (andmass) needed
for monopole ± antimonopole pair production, and objects
with Planck mass.

Expression (1) for the metric was deduced with respect to
Schwarzschild's coordinate system. The physical coordinate l
measuring the distance along the tunnel encompasses both
entrances �ÿ1 < l < �1� and is related to the radial
coordinate r by the following formula

l�r� � �
� r

r0

dr������������������������
1ÿ b��r�=r

p : �11�

For r4 r0, we have l! r, and for a model described by
formulas (8) with a small d, the magnetic field strength equals

H � 2M0

����
G
p

r 2
: �12�

If we assume that the electric field is weak, the
restriction related to electron ± positron pair production is
lifted, but Table 1 lists only the limiting intensity of the
field, Hlim � m 2

e c
3=�m�h� � 4:4� 1013 G, corresponding to

this restriction. This field strength determines the specific
conditions related to the fact that for H > Hlim the Landau
excitation level exceeds the electron rest energy. In a field
stronger than 1042 G, the positronium atom becomes stable
and the medium gets filled by these atoms produced from
vacuum [22, 23]. In magnetic fields stronger than the
critical field Hmax, the vacuum breaks down and mono-
pole pairs are produced [24 ± 26]. If the mass mm of a stable
colorless monopole of the 't Hooft ± Polyakov type [27 ± 29]
is of order 1016 GeV � 10ÿ8 g, the magnetic charge m �
�3=2��hc=e � 10ÿ7, and Hmax � m 2

mc
3=�m�h� � 2:6� 1049 G,

then the maximum mass of a magnetic wormhole with such
a field in the neck is, according to formulas (10),
2M0 � 1:8 kg. The monopoles being produced will leave the
wormhole, thus reducing its mass. In relation to other
quantum processes, the stability of such small wormholes is
not obvious, with the result that the minimum wormhole

massmay prove to bemuch larger than 1.8 kg. The lower limit
for the mass of composite wormholes is, obviously, even
smaller. We also note that the absence of a horizon for
wormholes means that they do not evaporate (the Hawking
effect). Hence, primary wormholes with a small mass could
have survived up to this day, in contrast to primordial black
holes whose lower bound on mass is about 1015 g.

3. Entrances into tunnels and black holes
with a magnetic field in the Galaxy
and in galactic nuclei

The model considered is Section 2 presupposes that among
galactic and extragalactic objects one can detect entrances
into tunnels or black holes formed as a result of evolution
from primordial wormholes. From the above discussion it
also appears that these black holes may differ from primor-
dial black holes in the magnitude and structure of the
magnetic field.

The presence of a radial magnetic field can be detected
from the specific law of the field intensity variation �H / rÿ2�
and the same sign of the magnetic field on all sides. The
rotation of a monopole generates a dipole electric field which
can accelerate the relativistic particles. What is important is
that a dipole electric field (in contrast to the quadrupole field
for a disk) accelerates electrons in the direction of one pole,
while protons and positrons are accelerated in the direction of
the other pole. This allows an explanation within the frame-
work of the model in question of the origin of unidirectional
jets from some sources (e.g., the quasar 3C273) [30].

The presence of an accretion disk complicates the picture.
A quadrupole electric field generates bidirectional jets of
electrons or protons/positrons (depending on the sign of the
quadrupole). As a result, we may be faced with different jet
structures. The interaction effects of the electromagnetic
fields of a wormhole/black hole and the accretion disk are
probably very strong.

The difference between the entrance to a wormhole and a
black hole can be detected by the absence of a horizon: a
luminous source falling into a wormhole will be observed
continuously but with variable redshift or even blue shift.
Here, however, wemust assume that the tunnel is transparent.

A blue shift may emerge if the mass of the opposite
entrance (in relation to the observer) to the wormhole is

Table 1. Parameters of the neck of a magnetic wormhole with different masses.

M1 � 2M0 r0, cm H0, G r�r0�, g cmÿ3 nG, Hz nH, Hz nc, Hz

6� 1042 g � 3� 109M�
(quasar)

4:5� 1014 7:8� 109 2:7� 10ÿ3 7:6� 10ÿ6

(1.5 days)
2:2� 1016 1:16� 10ÿ6

(9.8 days)

1039 g � 5� 105M�
(e� pair production)

7:4� 1010 4:4� 1013 9:7� 104 0.045
(22 s)

1:3� 1020 6:9� 10ÿ3

(2.4 min)

2� 1033 g �M�
(Sun)

1:5� 105 2:3� 1019 2:4� 1016 2:3� 104 6:6� 1025 3:5� 103

6� 1027 g �M�
(Earth)

0.45 7:8� 1024 2:7� 1027 7:6� 109 2:2� 1031 1:16� 109

5� 1010 g
(positronium)

3:5� 10ÿ18 1042 4:4� 1061 9:7� 1026 2:7� 1048 1:5� 1026

1:8� 103 g
(m� pair production)

1:3� 10ÿ25 2:6� 1049 3� 1076 2:6� 1034 7:3� 1055 4� 1033

2� 10ÿ5 g
(Planck mass)

1:5� 10ÿ33 2:3� 1057 2:4� 1092 2:3� 1042 6:6� 1063 3:5� 1041
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larger than the mass of the closest entrance. If the tunnel is
transparent and there are accretion disks at both entrances,
the redshifts for the spectra of these disks will also be
different: two different redshifts of a single source related to
the wormhole could be detected.

The observed image of a wormhole may exhibit an inner
structure with angular dimensions much smaller than those
determined by the gravitational diameter.

In this respect, the observed data on the gravitational
lensing of the quasar Q0957�561 with a redshift z � 1:4141
[31] is very interesting, since it follows that the sizes of this
quasar are much smaller than the Schwarzschild diameter. A
specific feature of a wormhole that demonstrates strong
relativistic effects and at the same time the absence of a
horizon is the possibility of periodic vibrations of a test mass
in relation to the neck (see Table 1 andAppendix 1). Here, the
redshift of thismass also varies periodically. If the structure of
the wormhole is close to horizon formation, the values of
these shifts, their period, and the flux oscillations may be very
large. In view of this one should mention the observations of
quasiperiodic variations in the flux of such objects as IDV-
sources (IDV stands for Intra Day Variability), say from the
Lacerta object 0716�714 [32].

When sources move along circular orbits about the
entrance to a tunnel (see Table 1 and Appendix 2), a
compact source will also have a variable flux and redshift.
Finally, an external observer can detect radiation at gyrofre-
quencies and phenomena related to e�- and m�-pair produc-
tion.

4. Conclusions and prospects

We believe that the main conclusion that can be drawn from
the above discussion is the possibility of detecting among
known galactic and extragalactic objects usually identified as
black holes with stellar masses and masses on the order of
galactic nuclei new types of primary cosmological objects Ð
entrances into wormholes or specific black holes that have
formed from wormholes. The conclusion is also important
here that there is a strong magnetic field with a radial
structure (the Hedgehog model [33, 34]), which ensures, with
allowance for rotation, the generation of jets of relativistic
particles (unidirectional or bidirectional outbursts). For such
objects, the wormhole models assume the presence of specific
effects associated with the absence of a horizon and ensuring
that the sources of radiation are visible at any point of the
tunnel, provided that the medium is transparent. What they
also assume is that the variations of the spectrum, flux, and
polarization of the luminous source follow a definite law.
New effects of gravitational lensing on wormholes are
expected to be detected (see Refs [20, 35]). Also, it is possible
that quasiperiodic vibrations of luminous objects in relation
to the wormhole neck will be discovered.

It is possible to study the structure of candidates, i.e.,
sources related to the entrances to wormholes (or black holes)
with a radial magnetic field, with instruments whose angular
resolution amounts to several milliseconds of arc and even
better; such a study is scheduled for conducting with the space
interferometers in the RadioAstron [36] and Millimetron [37]
projects.

It seems possible that the radiation sources will be
discovered that are associated with double entrances into
tunnels; these entrances form systems with strong magnetic
dipole radiation and ejection of relativistic e�. The final stage

of evolution of such systems would conclude with creating the
black hole and generating the high-power electromagnetic
pulses.

It is also important to emphasize that the presence of
wormholes with strong magnetic fields makes it possible to
assume that the elementary magnetic monopoles predicted in
Refs [33, 34] may have been absorbed by these objects in the
process of cosmological evolution.

Another area of research is related to the spectral and
polarization monitoring of the radiation from these sources.

The discovery of tunnels opens the path to possible studies
of the entire multicomponent Universe.

Appendices

Appendix 1. The observation of a body vibrating
with respect to the neck of a wormhole
A specific phenomenon may be the vibrations of bodies near
the neck of a wormhole (radial orbits). Signals from such
sources, reaching an external observer, exhibit a characteristic
periodicity in their spectrum. All other objects except worm-
holes (stars and black holes) irrevocably absorb the radiation
falling on them. Periodic radial vibrations constitute a specific
feature of wormholes.

To simplify matters, let us take a test body with zero
angular momentum. To solve the equations of motion we use
the Hamilton ± Jacobi method in curved space [38].

For the body's velocity we then have

qr
qt
� � expf

����������������������������������������������������������������
1ÿ b

r

��
1ÿ exp �2f�

�
m0

E0

�2�s
; �13�

where m0 and E0 are the rest mass and total energy of the
body, respectively. Since, for a wormhole, expf > 0 in the
entire space, the equation _r � 0 has three roots: two of them
correspond to the second factor in the square brackets of the
integrand in Eqn (13) being zero (stopping of the body on two
sides of the neck), and the third corresponds to the first factor
in the integrand being zero (stopping at the neck).

Let us discuss the stopping at the neck more thoroughly.
This is a unique phenomenon related solely to the curvature
of space. First, we verify that this stopping takes a finite time.
For this we examine the integral

Dt �
� r1

r0

dr

_r
: �14�

The integral is not divergent if the r-derivative of 1ÿ b=r is
nonzero in the neck. That this is the case follows from the
expression for the wormhole metric. From the fact that
integral (14) is finite follows the finiteness of the time it takes
the body to stop in the neck (and, for similar reasons, the
entire cycle of vibrations is also finite).

Expression (13) does not give the physical velocity of the
body, since the coordinate r is not the physical radial
coordinate Ð it is l that represents such a coordinate in
Eqn (11). According to this, we find the physical velocity _l of
the body along the radius:

_l � � expf

�����������������������������������������
1ÿ exp �2f�

�
m0

E0

�2
s

: �15�

This velocity no longer vanishes at the wormhole neck.
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The redshift of the signal emitted by the body is
determined by two factors:

(i) the Doppler shift from the motion of the source: the
factor

��������������
1ÿ v 2
p

=�1� v�, where v � _r
����������������jgrr=gttj

p
is the physical

velocity of the body in its proper time (here the plus sign
corresponds to the body's motion away from the observer,
and theminus sign toward the observer, and grr and gtt are the
components of the metric tensor);

(ii) the gravitational redshift: the factor expf.
Hence, the frequency of the signal for a distant observer

will be determined by the expression

n � n0
exp �2f��m0=E0�

1�
���������������������������������������������
1ÿ exp �2f��m0=E0�2

q ; �16�

where n0 is the frequency of the signal measured on the
moving body. This shows that at the wormhole neck, in
contrast to the black hole horizon, the frequency of the signal
does not go to zero for a distant observer.

In order to find, for an external observer, the time
dependence of the redshift n=n0 of the body, we must add to
t the timeDt it takes light to travel from point r to point rmax of
the body. The corresponding diagrams are shown in Fig. 2.

For extremely small amplitudes r1 ÿ r0, the vibrations of
the test body become harmonic. This is achieved if the
following inequalities hold:

rÿ r0 4 r1 ÿ r0 5 r0 ÿ rh ; 1ÿ x4 1ÿ x1 5xh ÿ 1 ; �17�

where x1 � r0=r1. In this case, near the stopping points of the
body the components of its velocity _r (13) can be represented
by series expansions in powers of 1ÿ x (or in powers of

xÿ x1). Leaving only the leading terms, we find that

expf � xh ÿ 1 ; 1ÿ b

r
� �xh ÿ 1��1ÿ x� ;

�18�

1ÿ exp �2f�
�
m0

E0

�2

� 2�xÿ x1�
xh ÿ 1

:

This leads us to the equation of motion for a harmonic
oscillator with stopping points at x � 1 and x � x1:

� _r�2 � 2�xh ÿ 1�2�1ÿ x��xÿ x1� ;

rh�r � _r
q _r

qx
� 1

2

q� _r�2
qx

; �19�

�1ÿ x��� ÿo2
0�1ÿ x� ;

where o0 �
���
2
p �xh ÿ 1�=rh. To an external observer, the

period of such oscillations appears as

T1 �
���
2
p

prh
c�xh ÿ 1� : �20�

Here, the oscillations of the physical coordinate l are also
harmonic, which follows from Eqns (11), (15), and (18). The
body oscillates from ÿl1 to �l1, and the condition of
smallness for l1, corresponding to Eqn (17), is given by the
inequality l1 5 rh (thus, in terms of these coordinates the
amplitude is not necessarily extremely small).

The oscillations of the coordinate l have twice as big a
period �T2 � 2T1�, since the physical velocity _l has two
stopping points (rather than three, as _r has). This can easily
be verified by calculating the period directly from Eqn (14).
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Figure 2.Dependences of the frequency shift n=n0 (heavy curves) and of the shift in the physical radial coordinate l=lmax (light curves) on time t (in units of

rh=c). The diagrams are constructed for d � 0:001.
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Appendix 2. Circular orbits of a test particle
about a wormhole
Let us find the limiting circular orbits of a test particle about a
wormhole. For this we first solve this problem in the metric of
the limiting Reissner ±NordstroÈ m spacetime [with the Hamil-
ton ± Jacobi method (see Ref. [38])].

For the specific angular momentum of the particle we
introduce the notation l � L=�m0rhc�.

In accordance with Refs [39, 40], the specific effective
potential energy U�x� of the test particle and its derivative
take, respectively, the form

U�x� � �1ÿ x�
������������������
1� l2x 2

p
; �21�

U 0�x� � ÿ 2l2x 2 ÿ l2x� 1������������������
1� l2x 2

p :

The roots for the unstable and stable circular orbits can be
found from the condition U 0�x� � 0:

x� � 0:25

�
1�

�������������
1ÿ 8

l2

r �
: �22�

Hence follows that l2 5 8.
Therefore, the last stable orbit corresponds to

xÿ � 1

4
; rÿ � 4rh ; l2 � 8 ; �23�

while the last unstable circular orbit corresponds to

x� � 1

2
; r� � 2rh ; l2 !1 : �24�

The same method can be used to derive an expression for
_j � const on a circular orbit, and an expression for the
revolution period

t �
� 2p

0

dj
_j
� 2pr 2E0=L

c 2�1ÿ rh=r�2
; �25�

where E0 � U�r� for the specific circular orbit.
From this we can find the periods (measured by a clock of

a distant observer) of the last stable and unstable circular

orbits:

t�4rh� � 32prh���
3
p

c
; t�2rh� � 8prh

c
: �26�

When r5 2rh, for a wormhole we can ignore the corrections
related to d. Hence, results (23) ± (26) would also hold for
wormholes.

Appendix 3. The characteristic distribution of the intensity
of light passing through a wormhole
The angles of the deflection of photons traveling through the
neck of a wormhole with the parameters w? � ÿwk � 2 have
been calculated in Ref. [19] (Fig. 3a). Using this result, one
can construct the angular dependence of the intensity of light
traveling through the wormhole's neck (see Ref. [20]).

We examine the case of a uniform (on the average)
distribution of light sources from the side of a wormhole
opposite an observer (e.g., the cosmological background).
Then, in the spherically symmetric version, the wormhole
neck on the average is illuminated uniformly from all sides.

We analyze the light that travels through the wormhole
neck in the equatorial plane (i.e., in the plane y � p=2). On the
observer's side, the intensity of the light passing through the
neck will depend on the impact parameter h (measured in
units of the neck radius r0).

Let j be the angle of deflection of a photon after it has
passed through the neck (as a result of gravitational lensing),
and Itot be the total intensity of light from different directions
of angle j, with Ij � dItot=dj being the intensity density per
unit angle. We have Ij � const (in view of the fact that the
intensity does not depend on the direction of light propaga-
tion beyond the neck).

Then, one obtains

dItot
dh
� Ih�h� � dItot

dj
dj
dh
� const

dj
dh

:

The function j�h� was found in Ref. [19]:

j�h� � 2

�1
1

h

x 2

���������������������������������������������������������������
�1ÿ y=x�ÿexp �ÿ2f� ÿ h 2=x 2

�q dx : �27�
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Figure 3. (a) Deflection of photons traveling through the neck of a wormhole (the number alongside each curve specifies the value of the impact

parameter). (b) Dependence of the intensity Ih of light traveling through the neck of a wormhole on the impact parameter h.
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Introducing the notation 1=x � q, we get

Ih�h� � C

� q0

0

exp �ÿ2f� dq��������������
1ÿ qy
p �

exp �ÿ2f� ÿ q 2h 2
�3=2 : �28�

This intensity distribution in h is minimal at the zero impact
parameter and maximal at maximum impact parameters
corresponding to the width of the wormhole neck, with this
result being independent of the wavelength of the light
traveling through the wormhole.

A characteristic diagram for Ih�h� is shown in Fig. 3b. It
corresponds to a wormhole with metric (1). Thus, the
observer will see a ring of light with sharp outer edges and
smeared inner edges.

With sufficiently high resolution of the observational
devices, this fact can make it possible to distinguish between
wormholes and black holes in, say, active galactic nuclei.
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Dark matter: from initial conditions
to structure formation in the Universe

V N Lukash, E V Mikheeva

1. ``Bring me that, don't know what''
We are at the verge of a discovery capable of changing the
essence of our world view. We are talking about the nature of
dark matter.

Recently, astronomy has taken important steps in
observational justification for dark matter, and today the
presence of dark matter in the Universe can be considered a
firmly established fact. What makes the situation so special is
that astronomers observe structures made of matter unknown
to physicists. This has posed the problem of identifying the
physical nature of such matter.

Modern elementary particle physics knows of no particles
that have the properties of dark matter. This requires an
extension of the Standard Model. But how and in what
direction should we move, and what and where should we
look for? The heading of this section, a quotation from a
Russian fairy tale, very fittingly reflects the current situation.

Physicists are looking for the unknown particles, having
only a general idea about the properties of the observed
matter. But what are these properties?

The only thing we know for certain is that dark matter
interacts with a luminous matter (baryons) in the gravita-
tional way and constitutes a coldmediumwith a cosmological
density several times higher than the baryon density. In view
of such simple properties, dark matter directly affects the
development of the gravitational potential of the Universe.
The contrast of its density grew with time, leading to the
formation of gravitationally bound systems of dark-matter
halos.

It should be emphasized that this process of development
of gravitational instability could be triggered in the Fried-
mann Universe only in the presence of primordial density
perturbations, whose very existence is in no way related to
darkmatter but instead is caused by Big Bang physics. Hence,
we face another important question of how these seed
perturbations, from which the structure of dark matter
developed, emerged.

We will turn our attention to the problem of generation of
primordial cosmological perturbations somewhat later. Let
us now return to dark matter.

Baryons are trapped by the gravitational wells of dark
matter concentrations. Hence, although the particles of dark
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